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PART ONE



WING DESIGN By Ray Borst, EAA 1526 ne often hears it said, "Use any airfoil—it doesn't make any difference." In most cases—any airfoil will fly. But the selection of an improper airfoil will decrease the flying qualities of any airplane. An improper airfoil may make a marginal plane out of what would otherwise be a good ship or it will make a mediocre ship out of what would otherwise be an excellent plane. So



O



take heed—especially those who want something "just a little bit better." Of course, wing design is not just airfoil selection. There are several other factors to be considered. They, too, affect the flying qualities of a plane so that an improper choice of these other factors can also drastically affect the plane's flying properties. This paper is intended to help the amateur builder choose good values for all the factors that affect wing design and thus affect the plane's performance. First let us discuss a few things in general concerning airfoils. Excluding the special airfoils, there are only three things which have much effect on an airfoil's characteristics. 1. Thickness 2. Camber 3. Roughness Thickness is primarily thought of as a structural requirement. To be sure, you can't use a thinner wing than the maximum depth of your spar. However, thickness also affects the aerodynamic qualities of a wing — sometimes quite drastically.



Fig. 1 Wing Thickness in percent



Figure 1 shows how the maximum lift coefficient changes as the thickness is varied. Note that the highest



lift is obtained with a 12 percent to 15 percent airfoil. Note, also, how sharply the lift coefficient drops for thicknesses less than 12 percent. Not only does the maximum lift coefficient decrease but these thinner airfoils



usually develop a very sharp stall. Thus, when some of our "hot pilots" decide to use a thin airfoil to decrease their drag, they have two strikes against them— 1) decreased maximum lift 2) sharp stall and to top it off, they don't get much decrease in drag anyway. Note on Figure 1 that reducing the thickness from 12 percent to 9 percent causes a 22 percent loss of lift while decreasing the drag just 5.8 percent. This means that a 12 percent wing could have 22 percent less area and give the same lift and stalling speed as the full size 9 percent wing. Using the 12 percent wing allows a decrease of 22—5.8=16.2 percent of the wing drag. Thus, the amateur builder that uses a thin airfoil is actually penalizing his plane. This loss is even worse for a 6 percent airfoil as is also shown in Figure 1. There are a couple of "hot planes" around—they call them "widow makers" back home—I won't mention any names but the airfoils on those planes wouldn't make a good tail fin on a car, let alone a wing on a plane. I know of no reason for using an airfoil with a thickness less than 12 percent. If you really want to decrease the drag, use a laminar flow 65 series airfoil. But never, never use an airfoil less than 12 percent thick. If you decide to use a cantilever wing, a 15 percent thickness would probably be your best bet and it might even pay to use an 18 percent thickness at the root. Remember drag is primarily caused by the wing surface not by the thickness. A smooth 18 percent wing has much less drag than a dirty 12 or—heaven forbid—9 percent wing. And a smooth 18 percent wing is not any harder to build than a smooth 9 percent one. The next thing which affects an airfoil's aerodynamic characteristics is camber. Figure 2 shows a typical airfoil. If we draw a line half way between the top surface and the bottom surface we get an average line—a median line. Note that this median line curves above a straight line drawn from the leading edge to the trailing edge. The height of this curved median line above the straight line is called camber. Figure 2 shows how the drag coefficient of a symmetric airfoil increases as the lift coefficient increases (either positively or negatively). Now, if we add camber to this airfoil—that is, if we curve its median or average line, we shift this curve to the right. Then, by giving the airfoil the proper amount of camber we can position the minimum drag coefficient at any value of lift coefficient. Of course, the obvious advantage is that we can obtain the minimum drag at the lift coefficient where we do most of our flying-that is, at our cruising lift coefficient. All that glitters is not gold, however. Increasing the camber does not come for free. Increasing the camber also increases the twisting moment that the wing develops. That is, increasing the camber causes the center of pressure to move further aft. Moving the center of pressure further aft moves the lift further away from the main spar and tries to rotate the wing tip about the SPORT
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Fig. 2 Lift Coefficient



spar. This is similar to rotating your wrist when your arm is extended. If your wing has two struts you probably won't have to worry. However, a large twisting moment could cause trouble with a cantilever or single strut wing.



The second curve is for a smooth airfoil. The minimum drag coefficient for a smooth airfoil is about 30 percent less than for a standard airfoil. I guess this bit of information will get some people around to cleaning their wings before they start home. In addition to regular airfoils there are two groups —families—of what I term "special airfoils". Of course, the first of these special airfoils are the laminar flow airfoils. Figure 3 also shows the "bucket" common to laminar flow airfoils. A good laminar flow wing will have about half the drag of standard wings. Thus, you boys who are interested in squeezing that last mph out of the old buggy—take heed—a true laminar flow wing will do wonders to your cross country cruise. Make sure, however, that you select the proper camber to give the necessary lift coefficient at your cruising speed or your efforts will be wasted. The second special family of airfoils is the 230 xx series. This is probably the first time that you have ever heard this family called "special". I have some other names for this family but I can't use them here. Let me say that this family was developed for just one thing—to develop a very low twisting moment. It allows designers to build metal skinned cantilever wings. This airfoil allowed Donald Douglas to build the DC-3. However, while it does have a low twisting moment, it has a very poor stall. Now if you are going to build a stressed skin, cantilever wing, then go ahead and use a 23012. But, if you are going to build a two strut braced wing, you shouldn't even consider it. The only planes that might have to use the 23012 are the cantilever French jobs because all of their wing twist is taken by the spar. But, please, there are so many good airfoils around, don't waste your efforts on this one. For our analysis, we will first specify four things about your "dream plane". These are 1. 2. 3. 4.



Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1200 pounds Cruising speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 mph Landing speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0 mph Type of wing — take your pick a) cantilever i) all metal-stressed skin b) single strut ii) box spar c) dual strut iii) 2 spar & cable bracing



Once we have decided upon these four specifications that our plane is to meet we can proceed with the design of our wing.
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Fig. 3 Lift Coefficient



Third on our list was roughness. Figure 3 shows



how the drag coefficient increases for a rough surface — what the NACA calls standard roughness. This is equivalent to about 1/32 inch grains of sand distributed on the leading edge. Look at the bugs splattered on the leading edges of most of the ships out there now and you will see that this standard roughness is just about standard. 18
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Fig. 4 Weight pounds



Step One



On Figure 4, go along horizontal weight scale and find the weight that you have selected. Next find the line which represents the landing speed that you want. Now go vertically from the weight to this landing speed line — circle the point where the vertical from the weight and landing speed line intersect. Now go horizontally from this circle to the vertical (wing area) scale. The point where this horizontal line crosses the wing area scale gives the required wing area.
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Example



1200* plane and 50 mph Follow dotted line from 1200* on horizontal axis



up to the 50 mph line—circle this point. Now go horizontally from this circle to the wing area scale and a mark the place where you cross the vertical scale. Thus we need a wing area of 137 ft 2 .



Fig. 6 Wing Loading Lb./Sq. Ft.



NOTE: Lift coefficient may be thought of as how hard the wing is working. Thus wing with a high lift coefficient is working harder — producing



more lift at that speed—than a wing with a , smaller lift coefficient. Example
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Wing Ioading = 8.9*/ft2 & VCR=140 mph Follow the dotted line vertically from 8.9 on the horizontal scale to the 140 mph line and circle this intersection. Now move horizontally from this circle to the vertical scale and mark this intersection. Thus this plane will have a lift coefficient of .18 at cruise.
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Step Four



Fig. 5 Weight pounds



Step Two



On Figure 5, go along the weight axis to the weight that you specified. Next find the line representing the wing area we found on chart number 1. NOTE: If the wing area is not exactly the value of



one of the lines, sketch a line representing your wing area between the two closest lines.



Now, go vertically from your weight to the line representing your wing area and circle this point. Once again, go horizontally from this circle to the vertical scale and mark this intersection. This value is the wing loading— the weight supported by each square foot of the wing. Example



1200* plane and 137 ft 2 Follow the dotted line from 1200* on the horizontal scale vertically to the 137 ft 2 line and circle this intersection. Next go horizontally from this circle to the vertical scale and mark the intersection. Thus the wing loading is 8.9 pounds/ft 2 . Step Three



On Figure 6, locate on the horizontal scale the wing loading value that you have just determined. Next, find the line representing the cruising speed that you selected. Now go vertically from your wing loading to the cruising speed line and circle this point. Once again go horizontally from the circle to the vertical scale and mark this intersection. This value is the lift coefficient at cruising speed.



Still using Figure 6, find the line representing your climbing speed. This will be from 1.3 times the landing speed for a 65 Baby Ace to 2 times the landing speed for a big Tailwind. Probably 1.4 to 1.7 times the landing speed are good values. Now extend the vertical line from your wing loading up to this climbing speed line and circle the intersection. Once again, move horizontally to the vertical scale and mark this intersection. This value is the lift coefficient during climb. Example



Wing loading 8.9 pounds per square foot & Vc=1.7 x 50 = 85 mph



Extend the vertical line from the 8.9 pounds per



square foot to the 85 mph line and circle the intersection. Once again, move horizontally to the vertical scale and mark this intersection. Thus the lift coefficient during climb is .48. Note that several airfoils are listed in the blocks



at the right side of Figure 6. They are positioned along the vertical scale approximately where their minimum drag coefficient occurs. Also, each of these blocks has Bn arrow extending above it. These arrows represent the range where the drag is low enough to permit a good climb. Thus to select an airfoil, one picks a block that is bisected by the design cruising lift coefficient and which has an arrow extending up past the climbing lift coefficient. Thus, where we previously determined that we had a cruising lift coefficient of .18 we find that a 2412, a 63-212 or a 63-412 would be good airfoils. Checking these airfoils for climbing lift coefficient of .48 shows that the 2412 and the 63-212, still have low drag coefficients at this value of lift coefficient. Thus, eitheit one of these airfoils could be used. To be continued next month. SPORT AVIATION.
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